THE

CHARITABLE FUND
Lifesaving Initiatives Against Methanol

CONSIDER THIS:
You and your mates on holiday diving off the Gili Islands in Bali
You enjoy a days diving, and then seek out a bar that looks to sell legitimate spirits to celebrate

You drink Vodka poured from a legitimate looking racked bottle mixed with lime

You all have a great night and return to Lombok

At 0500 the next morning you are in trouble
you cant see and you feel very ill, you ask your mates for help, they are also having visual problems

You are driven to the International Hospital and shortly afterwards become unconscious
They misdiagnose you and even though an urgent expat retrieval team is sent to transport you to Perth

It is too late. You die 4 days later in the ICU.

A DRINK TO DIE FROM

Sadly this is a true story, Liam Davies, 19years, dies on the 5/1/2013 as
a result of methanol poisoning after consuming what he thought was
a genuine Vodka and lime poured from a racked spirit bottle. He and
many others were unaware that methanol had been added, purely
to increase the volume for profit. This criminal act is misleading even to
the most careful of tourists, as in the case of Liam. The tragedy is that
the general tourist is unaware of the risks, the signs, and the treatment.
Evidence is now being collated that indicates hundreds of tourists
and locals have suffered from methanol poisonings ending in death
or significant long term effects – these are only the ones we are aware
of, many are unaware they have been poisoned. More innocent
people will die or suffer the consequences of methanol if no action is
taken – this is why the L.I.A.M Foundation was formed.

Register your support on

The L.I.A.M Funds objectives focus on
EDUCATION, LIFESAVING and AWARENESS

SO HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Many families internationally have had their lives torn apart as a
result of the effects of methanol poisoning, collectively we are able
to expose the practise and provide education and raise funds to
effectively diagnose and treat victims. To do nothing condones this
practise. SO Like us on facebook, donate to help pay for training and
education and talk to all your friends and family.

/lifesaving initiatives against methanol

EVERY DONATION HELPS OUR CAUSE.
Please deposit donation at Bank of Queensland, BSB 124 001
ACCOUNT NUMBER:

21987523

FOUNDATION
Lifesaving Initiatives Against Methanol

